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introduction
in 1939 when hitlershillersHitlers armies marched into poland the LDS

missionaries marched out out of germany and eventually out of
all continental europe the missionaries left a strong and thriving
church in the eastern part of germany the major cities of this
area berlin leipzig chemnitz and dresden were among the
few cities in europe with multiple branches many of which were
old and well established in dresden for example the church had
been established longer than most wards in utah the dresden
branch was organized in 1855 with a young convert karl G maeser
as its first branch president many of the people in these congre-
gations were second third and fourth generation members of the
church the dresden area of germany had been sending a contin-
uous stream of converts to utah for almost one hundred years yet
approximately ten thousand members were still in germany when
the missionaries were forced to leave in 1939

when hitlershillersHitlers armies were defeated in 1945 the missionaries
returned to germany but not to these members A new geograph-
ical term now described the area in which they lived soviet zone
of occupation the iron curtain had been lowered enclosing
the members of the church in eastern germany they had sur-
vived six years of war on february 13 14 1945 the city of
dresden had been burnt to the ground by several bombing raids
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and what happened in dresden was representative of what had
happened to all the major german cities many of the branch meet
inghousesinghouses had been destroyed by the bombings and many priest-
hood holders who had survived the war had been taken to
prisoner ofwar camps members from the eastern branches had
fled westward and many ended up in refugee camps the church
was battered and scattered but not defeated members had to be
gathered meeting places had to be found missionary work had to
go on the church had to be rebuilt

for a time after the war berlin provided a door between east
and west mission presidents and general authorities entered
through this door many members exited in 1961 the government
of the german democratic republic GDR communist east ger-
many founded in 1949 decided to replace the door with a solid
wall the berlin wall officially called antifaschistischerantfaschistischer schutzwallschfitzwallSchutemailzwall
the anti fascist wall of protection now entrance into germany
became more difficult for mission presidents and general authori-
ties and except for the elderly and retired exit was nearly impos-
sible the church struggled on but with no missionaries no
teaching manuals no church magazines and no temple in spite
of their isolation the members inside the wall carried on the pro-
grams of the church with even greater determination

at first slowly and then more and more rapidly a brighter day
began to dawn on october 22 24 1969 president thomas S

monson visited the GDR and at a meeting in the little branch meet-
ing place in gorlitz a city on the polish border he promised
as reported in the may 1989 ensign that members of the GDR

would have all of the blessings other members of the church
enjoy on april 27 1975 president monson offered a dedicatory
prayer for the country on a small hill near dresden in august
1977 president kimball held a special conference in dresden the
freiberg and leipzig stakes were organized in 1982 and 1984
in june of 1985 came a day the saints in the GDR had never
dreamed would come the dedication of a temple in their own
country in april 1989 the first foreign missionaries in fifty years
entered east germany and by the end of that year the newly orga-
nized germany dresden mission reported 669 convert baptisms
on the night of november 9 1989 the berlin wall fell and the long
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years of isolation were over following are selected excerpts from
the stories of a few of the members living in the GDR many more of
their stories will soon appear in a book published by BYU studies

THE BOMBING OF DRESDEN

dresden was the oldest area of the church in the eastern
part of germany in 1939 at the beginning of the war two
branches thrived one located in the olderpartolder purtpartpaft of the city the alt-
stadt gemeindegemeinderGeme inde and the other located across the elbe river in
the newer part of the city the neustadt gemeindegemeinderGeme inde in 1945
toward the end of the war these two branches persisted in dres-
den in spite of the loss of many men who were away serving in
the german army

the bombing of dresden on february 13 14 1945 was as
unexpected as it was destructive because of its location far to
the south and east dresden had been spared the bombings ger-
man cities further to the north and west had experienced by
1945 the war was essentially over the german armies were
retreating rapidly the german air defenses were gone the russ-
ian armies were closing in on berlin and were at the outskirts
ofdresdenof dresden but then the unexpected and unthinkable happened
the florence on the elbe was destroyed and with it went one
of the branches of the church the followingthefollowing eyewitness accounts
of the bombing are in many ways representative of the experi-
ences of church members throughout germany

I1 saw the opera house burning erika hermann

the air raid report came over the radio hourly at eight
oclock they reported no air activity but at nine we got the report
again and it said heavy enemy aircraft approaching over north-
west germany further information will follow

by ten oclock we hadnt heard anything but suddenly the
sky became pale and then bright those were the first flares we
called them the christmas trees christbdume I1 had experienced
that in berlin when you saw the christmas trees then you knew
you were going to get it
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so the flares were out and a moment later we heard the
sirens full alarm we headed for the cellar we took an old lady
with us who could hardly walk and then it started it was terrible
the window panes were bursting in everywhere and soot came
out of the furnaces and the bombs that didnt hit the ones that
went over you had this whistling sound you could hear this shrill
whistling and then it stopped and then you heard the explosion
finally we were so happy to hear the all clear sirens and we
went upstairs

we swept up the broken glass in the living room a piece of
the ceiling plaster had come down and we cleaned that up there
was not much we could do about the windows at the time we put
up something paper or cardboard it wasnt long before the first
dazed survivors started straggling out from the city we had gone
out into the street and I1 even went down to the elbe to have a
look and saw this terrible ocean of fire but the church of our
lady was still standing I1 could see it lit up by the flames and then
I1 said to show you how stupid we are I1 said at least the opera
house has been spared shouldnt we make some coffee I1 loved
the opera

many who were coming out from the edge of the city were
exhausted we made this malt coffee malzkaffeeMalzkaffee and some tea and
stood outside the front door the windows in the door were all

gone and distributed warm drinks but this was nothing compared
to what was about to come then came the night attack and it was
much much worse we really never thought we would survive it
but we did our father in heaven protected us but the people
who started coming out of the city then so many fateful events

across from us there lived a couple an older couple and they
had a daughter who had a crippled hand but through the associ-
ation for the disabled she had been able to find a husband the
parents were so happy that their daughter had finally been able to
be married so after the first attack they went into the city to check
on the couple they never came back none of the family ever
came back

I1 walked down to the river where I1 could see the city and
I1 saw the opera house burning
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the dead need no water edith krause

I1 was living at the time in dresden neustadt but on the evening
of february 13 1945 1I was in dresden altstadt with the hubold
family winterbergwinter berg street 86 doing genealogy work with the mem-
bers I1 was just saying goodbyegood bye when the sirens went off so I1

hesitated a moment and then went into the basement of the apart-
ment house with the other members the so called lighted christ-
mas trees were dropped from airplanes and so we knew that
dresden would experience a bombing attack it was horrible but
fortunately only one firebombfirebomb fell on this building it fell directly
onto a feather bed which started a sulfur fire but by working
together we were able to put it out and the building was saved
all around us the buildings were burning and the sparks were fly-
ing through the air so that other fires were breaking out we all
joined in prayer I1 lay on the couch it was about four in the
morning and said heavenly father now it is your turn there is
nothing more we can do the water pressure was all gone after
a few minutes it began to rain and that was our salvation

the next morning I1 started for home on foot naturally
it was chaos all the streets were torn up and covered with rubble
from the fallen buildings I1 had to cut through the great garden
a park about one kilometer long many people were assembled
there with blackened faces and burned clothing the wounded
were lying on the ground moaning water there was no water
and for good measure a fighter plane came swooping down and
shot at the helpless confused people the dead need no water

at the branch on sunday we were able to determine that we
had lost only one sister in the bombings and that the number of
those who had been bombed out was limited we young people
of the branch organized an emergency service to get food and sup-
plies to the older members when the streets became passable
again the members from the altstadt branch came over to the
church services in the neustadt branch their branch house on

circus street 5333 had been bombed and was destroyed right down
to the cellar we also visited the members in the altstadt branch in
their homes and held bible studies and youth firesides it was a
time of great faith and inner harmony but the marvelous old city
of dresden was no more
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it was the hunger wilfried KiKiekleeglingfiling

after the war the suffering in the GDR and in the other parts
of germany was terrible the cities were destroyed there was no
money the suffering was terrible they had no widows pension
or survivors pension then so I1 got nothing from the government
sister kierKieBklerkieblingskie8lingsnieblingslings husband had been killed in the war then when

political conditions changed that is when the communists took
over the government all the men who had been in the german
army were declared war criminals and so we women got nothing
from them either

in 1948 1I was called to be the relief society president in
the dresden branch I1 was the youngest relief society president
around only thirty four years old it wasnt so easy I1 had only been
president for a short time when the first welfare shipment came
from the church in america oh you just cant imagine how this
welfare aid helped us we were literally starving to death at the
time many people were cooking and eating coffee grounds with a
little nourflourhour mixed in many of the children were not getting any sup-
per they were put to bed with just a cup of coffee conditions
were terrible we had never been so thin thats for sure the chil-
dren would come in around two oclock in the afternoon and say
mommy im hungry well what were we supposed to give our

children to eat we just had to say go out and play we dont have
anything to eat oh that hurt right down to the soul but we
couldnt help it we couldnt help it we didnt have anything

but then then the shipments came from the church in amer-
ica oh what an indescribable blessing that was of course our
chapel was filled like it had never been filled before if you came
late you had to stand up in the back there were no more seats
that is the truth I1 experienced it myself well we had big sacks
of food and got fat on it peaches canned milk oh that helped us
so much

of course after the welfare shipments from america stopped
coming several members dropped out week after week they
stopped coming they stopped coming they stopped coming
it was very noticeable and then from 1949 until about 1954
53 or 54 there were ninety members from the dresden branch
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who emigrated to america that left a very big hole in the branch
they were all young people too that was the future of the
branch wasnt it

rebuilding ZION

by the time the war ended the members had been scattered
and the meeting places destroyed the church had to be rebuilt
many of the men who were returningreturningfromfrom the war orfromor from POW
camps were immediately called on missions to help put the
church back together no missionaries were comingfromcoming from the west
since theytheY could not get inside the soviet zone of occupation

if the lord needs me ill go
walter krause edited by manfred Schischutzeitze

homeless like the others brother krause and hisfamilybishis family lived in
a refugee camp in cottabuscottbus and began to attend church there he
was immediately called to lead the cottabuscottbus branch of the church
four months later in november of 1945 district president
richard ranglack came to brother krause and asked him what
he would think outgoingaboutgoingababourabout going on a missionmissionforporfor the church brother
krauselkrausesKrauses answer reflects his commitment to the church 11II dont
have to think about it at all if the lord needs me ill go here
brother krause describes the beginning of that mission

I1 prayed about it and then set out on december 1 1945 with
twenty marks in my pocket a piece of dry bread and a bottle of
tea one brother had given me a winter coat left over from a son
who had fallen in the war another brother who was a shoemaker
gave me a pair of shoes so with these and with two shirts two
handkerchiefs and two pairs of stockings I1 left on my mission

once in the middle of the winter I1 walked from prenzlau
to kammin a little village in mecklenburg where we had up to
forty six members at our meetings I1 arrived long after dark that
night after a six hour march over roads paths and finally across
plowed fields just before I1 reached the village I1 came to a large
white flat area which made easy walking and I1 soon arrived

the next morning the game warden came to the house of the
member where I1 had spent the night do you have a guest
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yes then come and take a look at his tracks some time earlier
the warden had chopped a large hole in the middle of the lake for
fishing the large flat area brother krause had crossed was actu-
ally a frozen lake the wind had driven snow over the hole and
covered it so that I1 could not have seen my danger my tracks went
right across the edge of the hole and straight to the house of this
brother without my knowing anything about it weighed down by
my backpack and my rubber boots I1 would certainly have drowned
this event caused quite a little stir in the village at that time

finding a meeting place elli polzin

our first meeting place in schwerin was a rented room on
the square called pig market schweinemarkt brother walter
schmeichel a refugee from schneidemiihlschneidemiffil in pommernpommerinPommern was our
branch president until 1952 by that time we had exchanged
our meeting place for one on schloss street my husband was now
the branch president and the branch had to move again this time
to a place on bornhowitzbornh6witzborchowitzBornhowitz street but we werent able to keep this
for long and the branch leaders had to start looking for something
else once more we rented rooms in a tavern on goethe street
at the churchschurche expense we had to remodel the tavern to fit our
needs after two years this tavern was taken over by the govern-
ment and we were obliged to give up our rooms once again this
time we were without any meeting place for more than a year and
had to hold our meetings at the home of brother and sister
schullerschiffler who made their living room available to us

after many attempts we succeeded in 1956 in buying a piece
of property from a private owner on the schloggartenalleeschlolsgartenallee num-
ber isa since the church was not allowed to own property it was
bought in the name of the branch president brother hans polzin
naturally this caused a multitude of problems on the property
there was an old business establishment which had one apartment
and an old horse barn when we bought the property the inten-
tion was to tear down the old building but the application to tear
down the building was not approved because it contained an
apartment with a family living in it our plan was to build a chapel
on the property toward the end of 1956 the branch acquired an
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old workers barracks 12 meters by 20 meters which we could tear
down for material to build a new chapel so that we could finally
have our own place to meet on june 11 1957 the work of tearing
down the old barracks began in a pouring rain all the brethren set
out on their bicycles for the barracks which was about eight kilo-
meters out of schwerin the work was under the direction of our
district president brother krause and of brother wiese from wol-
gast whom he had brought along to assist us the brethren allanailali

assembled for prayer to ask the lord for protection and help
with the help of all the members of the schwerin branch we

put in an average of twelve to fifteen hours a day brother krause
and brother wiese stayed at the site at night in a tent the sisters
were also active A meal for the working brethren was prepared in
schwerin and was taken out to the work site on a bicycle by sister
schade altogether we hauled twenty three truck loads of material
to our building site in schwerin on saturday june 15 1957 this
difficult and dangerous work was completed without accident
through the help of the lord now all the members assembled at
the building site in schwerin to clean up and stack the building
material and as soon as all the required bureaucratic formalities
had been completed the building of the branch meeting place
could begin

on the twenty fifth of june 1957 the branch presidency sub-
mitted their request for permission to build the branch house indi-
cating that they already owned the property and already had the
necessary building material unfortunately this application was
denied by the authorities consequently the members turned to
the local government officials with the request that they be per-
mitted to remodel the horse barn into a meeting place all the
members and the district presidency fasted and prayed that this
request would be granted and it was granted

since the horse barn was old and falling apart there were
many difficulties to be overcome we laid up blocks for new walls
and a new chimney and built door and window frames A new toi-
let including drain pipes and water connections had to be installed
we paneled walls and ceilings brought in floor foistsjoists and laid a
new floor two new stoves for heating were installed most of the
material came from what was salvaged from the barracks
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schwerin branch meetinghouse using a wheelbarrow as a delivery
truck and the hand labor of all the members the schwerin branch con-
verted an old barn into a meetinghouse courtesy edith krause

the city building commission had given permission to build
only because the branch would not have to request building mate-
rials now however we needed cement lime gravel and lumber
all of which could be obtained only from the commission for peo-

ples needs bevolkerungsbedarjbevd1kerungsbedarj1 that meant that the branch
president had to pick up everything in small quantities by standing
in line and by carrying it off in a wheelbarrow he could not do
this himself since he was working and since all the other brethren
in the branch were also working sister elfriede pawlowski said
that she would take charge of getting the building materials sis-
ter pawlowski went every day to stand in line to get the necessary
building materials she then delivered these materials to the build-
ing site in a wheelbarrow

LIVING WITH THETBIEthie communists

the following excerpts are mostly from interviews with
younger members mhowhoubo were born shortly before during or after
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the war and who went on missions in the 1950s and early
1960s these are the members who grew up in a communist
country went to communist schools where atheism was offi-
cially taught and made their way carefully between church and
state some of them hardly mention politics the state or com-
munism in their interviews for them politics were merely a
background to their normal life in the church in some cases
this silence was they informed us out of a habit of avoiding any
discussion of a political nature others were more anxious to
talk about their confrontations with a political system that was
in large part antagonistic to their religious beliefs the followingthefollowing

excerpts arefromafeare from those members who kept the church together
in the 1960s 70s and 80s

book burning joachim albrecht
kurt nikol and marianne nikol

joachim until about 1949 it was permitted to bring printed
material across the border in berlin but after 1949 it
was strictly forbidden when I1 was on a mission and
was working in rattenaurathenauRattenau near berlin we had a lot of
contact with the mission office in west berlin
dahlem we local missionaries had to take the manu-
als in our pockets and get them from berlin into east
germany this was always done with a certain amount
of fear and trembling and with a pounding heart but
then one day our mission president henry burkhardt
said no more of that thats forbidden against the
law we simply cant do it period

before that we smuggled in a lot of teaching
materials we had a saying in the mission we go out
without purse or scrip but come home with a box of
books I1 remember that I1 was sending new books
here to bauzenbaizen and had a box so big I1 couldnt get it

to the train station because it was so heavy I1 had to
unpack it and put the books into three boxes when
I1 sent all my things home from my mission
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but then suddenly one day I1 received a message
from our mission president that all of the manuals
books tracts etc we had smuggled into the country
somehow illegally could be very harmful to the
church the authorities had already searched a few of
our apartments and we were instructed that we had
to destroy all of these materials I1 sat down in front of
our open stove with a big pile of books and kept
telling myself you have to keep that one and you
have to keep that one and you cant burn that one
but for two days we kept the fire going without coal
just paper in the end I1 did keep one book it was
four years of priesthood manuals I1 saved and had
bound into one volume 1I dont care if they throw
me in prison I1 thought to myself this is one book
I1 am not going to burn

I1 can say that at that time I1 was actually an obe-
dient person I1 did it because I1 was told to but some-
how I1 couldnt see how anyone could get into trouble
because of these manuals and then one day I1 re-
ceived an unexpected visit from a certain office

G davis secret police

joachim of course they asked me a few questions about the
branch and wanted to know this and that then they
wanted to have a look at my bookcase and wanted
to know what kind of books I1 had and I1 was able to
open my bookcase without a pounding heart and
show them what books we had

G davis what about those four years of priesthood manuals

joachim I1 didnt show them but I1 had the stemsternstefn church mag-
azine in german which we were permitted to receive
up until 1949 and they wanted to see the later vol-
umes I1 told them I1 didnt receive them then they
asked me if anyone from over there west germany
was sending them to me relatives etc no I1 said
you can see that this is all I1 have I1 was so happy that
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I1 was finally shown a reason some sense for burning
my books and I1 must say that I1 really mourned over my
books but in the end this actually gave us more en-
couragementcouragement to study our lessons more thoroughly
from the standard works the whole thing made us a
little sulky but it taught us a good lesson

marianne at the time everyone here was saying well religion
thats going to be abolished in this country there will
be no more churches religion will be abolished
that was really the big concern we had here that
there would be no more religion especially those in
the government were saying it we had a relative a

brother in law who was a big party member he was
always spouting this rubbish sooner or later mark
my words and when we were interrogated it
was always a frightening experience what do they
really want where did they get that information

political isolation erich ortlieb and marianne ortlieb

erich the church was relatively small and we were always
isolated we were not isolated because we wanted to
be but because at first the people in the government
wanted to isolate us they didnt want people to
believe in god they didnt want people to have
ideals later on they decided that our ideals were not
so far from their political aims and then they tried
through the media and also through individual politi-
cians to get the church to go along with them thats
the point at which we remained neutral

the church teaches and this is an important
point which I1 consider correct the church says that
the state and the church should remain completely
separate from one another and so if we as a church
attempted to have a strong influence on the politics
or on the economy of the state in which we as mem-
bers became politically engaged well in the GDR
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that would have meant that we identified ourselves
with communism or with atheism because marxism
is fundamentally atheistic and as members of the
church we didnt want that and so that is why we
withdrew ourselves and as a consequence we were
naturally quite isolated for several years

now as a result of this isolation not only could
we not get permission to build regular church build-
ings but it also meant that very few members of the
church were allowed to attend the universities or
choose the profession they wanted to follow wanting
to become a teacher for example was out maybe
you could be very good teachers but you could never
educate the children properly in the marxist philoso-
phy that was the program of all the schools in all
educational institutions it was that way in the pre-
school kindergarten elementary school high school
trade school and university this marxist philosophy
was always in the foreground was always the basis for
the educational methodology

marianne yes that was more important than anything else ifyou
got an A in these areas then it didnt matter if
you did poorly in your other studies that was no sin
but if your grades were the other way around that
was bad you couldnt continue

students at the university were actually obligated
to spend three years in the army everyone had to
spend one and a half years anyway but if you wanted
to study at the university they wanted you to do three
years and become an officer our olaf our oldest son
really wanted to go to the university at first they
wouldnt let him and then he applied again and applied
for an area where they really wanted students

erich construction engineers who specialized in equip-
ment installation

marianne yes and he was accepted and then they wanted to
make him serve three years in the army he had
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already served his one and a half years before he went
to the university that was obligatory and now they
wanted another year and a half from him and he was
supposed to enter officer training he wouldnt do it
and there was a big fuss about it they called him in
for consultation in the end they finally let him
become a student but they told him that he would
never receive a leadership position in the profession
there was nothing he could do about that someone
who goes to church and does not follow the party
linefinehine would never get a leadership position

erich you see as a church the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints we were a very small group inside
the GDR and it was quite natural that the state
authorities who decided on the admissions policies
for the university looked on us as an american sect
the protestant and the catholic churches had a lot
more influence in these matters in political matters
they took advantage of this influence insofar as it was
possible whereas we were as a church quite iso-

lated in the early years we never attempted to make
any contact with the local or with the state authori-
ties and consequently there was no possibility that
we could do anything in the way of influencing them
that was simply not possible for us in the beginning
we were only about four and a half or five thousand
members in the GDR andthatand that is a small percentage
out of a population of seventeen million

church or school wolfgang zwirner and karen zwirner

not all families in the church stayed together in some cases
communism separatedfamiliesseparated families

wolfgangWb gang my father joined the church in the 1930s through my
mother but he was never very active he is a very
nice man very nice he is still living but he never
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received the priesthood during the war my father
ended up in a russian prison camp he had some-
thing to do with marxism with communism but he
didnt have any trouble with the national socialists as

far as I1 know but he was still thinking about these
things when he ended up in the russian prison camp
somewhere beyond brual he was sickened by the
war and had seen so much suffering the suffering of
the children was particularly abhorrent to him he
wanted to do something for peace so that there
would never be another war

well the russians had their own ideology he
said he was standing in a row of POWs and he was
called out he didnt know why they selected him
but he was sent to the party school in moscow and
so he went in that direction he became a commu-
nist but he is a good man he has never said anything
negative about the church he has kept the word of
wisdom he has never smoked he told me once that
he always spoke well of us with his party comrades
in 1949 he returned from his prison experience and
we have always had a good relationship with him but
he no longer came to church he has never been
excommunicated his name is still in the records but
his experiences have led him in another direction

when I1 was in high school that must have been
1953 when I1 was seventeen those were hard times
I1 remember it was just before the uprising ofjune 17
and the authorities were pretty hard on the churches
and several young people had to leave school

I1 was in the tenth grade and I1 really didnt like
school much anymore I1 wanted to quit well we had
a conference coming up and the church had permis-
sion to print flyers announcing the conference I1 was
given the assignment of distributing the flyers which
was something of an honor to me so I1 passed them
out at school I1 came up to one of my teachers he
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was a fine man and I1 gave him one he said to me
watch out you can give that to me but dont give

them out to anyone else he warned me but I1 was
too thickheaded to pay attention there was no explicit
reason for not distributing them but I1 shouldnt have
done it

the next teacher I1 gave one to a white haired
woman went straight to the directors office while
I1 was in class in the class of the teacher who had
warned me my biology teacher someone came in
from the directors office and said that I1 should see
him during the class break I1 went but didnt realize
what was up when I1 entered there was the white
haired teacher and right beside her was the secretary
of the FDJ freie deutsche jugend free german
youth a communist youth organization and they laid
into me first about distributing the flyers what did
I1 think I1 was doing and so on

and then it occurred to them that I1 was not a
member of the free german youth they knew my
father they knew that he was a communist he was
a loyal communist A fine man he really believed in
what he was doing that he was fighting in his way for
peace and I1 have to emphasize that here since nowa-
days it is easy to defame the communists but he was
very sincere in his beliefs he wanted to give I1 know
that he would not even take money for his lectures
well anyway they knew him and thought that since
I1 was his son I1 should have been in the free german
youth from the time I1 was fifteen but I1 had never
joined I1 was a member of the church

and there had been another matter my class had
gone for a weekend into the country my teacher was
a very nice woman and she wanted everyone to go

but for me the problem was thatwethatjethat we would be gone
over sunday and I1 wanted to keep the sabbath day
holy looking back I1 know that was a little pharisaic
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on my part but thats the way it was what was I1

supposed to do I1 wanted to be at church on sunday
I1 should have talked to my teacher about it she
would probably have fixed it up for me so that I1 could
keep the sabbath holy even on this outing I1 could study
or something she was a nice woman but I1 didnt do
it what a thick skull I1 had then

anyway this all came out and my teacher told
me I1 would have to choose either I1 would have to go
with the class on sunday or I1 could go to church she
couldnt force me to make this decision but why had
she sent me to the directors office she probably
had her instructions and they wanted to put some
pressure on me they said they would never forbid
me to go to church but they never gave me any instruc-
tions in writing anyway they gave me the alternative
school or church I1 left school and never went back
I1 didnt graduate there was no going back

we asked what they diffordidfordid forhofbof teaching manualsmanualsforforjor the classes in
the church

karen yes I1 was right in the middle of this because I1 had
wearily copied these teaching manuals brother burk-
hardt had provided us with a typewriter and dori
menzel and I1 had to copy the teaching manuals oh
that was hard with carbon paper six or seven copies
and they were hard to read but then brother burk-
hardt got some good carbon paper from the west and
they were a little easier to read but it was still a weari-
some work

we asked sister zwirner about the problem of depletion of the
branches through emigration before the building of the berlin
wall

yes the problem with emigration well I1 had a

personal experience with that it was in the 1950s at
a district conference I1 dont remember which year
exactly our district president left and on the sunday
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before he had stood before the congregation and had
said brothers and sisters stay here stay where you
are that is where the lord has put you and on mon-
day he left with his whole family that left a lasting
impression on me they were my friends my same
age and from one day to the next they were gone
I1 will never forget that I1 can still see his face as he
stood there at conference that was the first time in
my life that I1 understood clearly that a mans word
and his actions were not always one and the same
thing that was a big shock in my life

wolfgangmooWoogang but when he said stay here I1 that was in quotation
marks you know he was always a good example to
me he had political problems and had to get out
they were after him there were cases like that they
had to go I1 heard that from another brother he was
really afraid he had to get out

but I1 never wanted to go I1 am not a man of
action I1 am not one who wants to do something
adventuresome like that I1 am more settled you see
I1 just want my peace and quiet to be able to think
and to read but I1 have to be honest I1 didnt want
to leave either but once I1 prayed once I1 wished oh
father in heaven just for once let me be able to buy
all the things that the people who have been in the
west tell about all the things they can buy over there
they tell us the stores are fullfuli of everything

A brother who was permitted to go to the west
once told me that he got physically ill when he saw all

the tools in a hardware store he was a craftsman you
see and the hardware store was fullfuli of tools and he
so wanted to just hold some of those tools in his
hands I11I got sick and had to sit down he told me
and I1 said father in heaven I1 want to have that
experience just once oh I1 wanted that experience
to never have to stand in a line again never stand in
a line always these long lines
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thethefollowingfollowing conversation came in answer to a question about
their childrens schooling

karen we never had any trouble with our children at
school we always had our own strategy right at the
beginning of the year when they were having new
school orientation we went in with the children so

they could get better acquainted with our family
we told them right from the beginning what church we
belonged to and that they shouldnt make a big fuss
when they had an outing on sunday because our chil-
dren would not be there they accepted that and
from then on they left our children alone our chil-
dren always knew where they belonged and they got
along very well with this procedure from the first
grade on all the other students and all the teachers
knew where our children belonged that they
attended church and conducted their life accord-
ingly thats the way they were raised but your
behavior has to be in order before you can stand up
and say that

wolfgangwobWoomobgang let me add that we had the impression that many of
the teachers were also christians you know
inwardly you understand inwardly they were good
people and inclined toward god I1 often had this
impression many of them as much as told me so that
they only that they had to make a living they were
not all inhuman or dedicated atheists they all

wanted to survive and then there were some who
were I1 must say noble communists I1 got to know
them and can say they were fine people they really
believed in what they were doing I1 mean they
believed like mormonscormons and catholics believed and
after the political change took place many of them
were mistreated by those who came to power when
everything fell apart
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housing and the economy manfred schwabe and
elke schwabe

housing was always a majormajorproblemproblem in the GDR all apartments
were assigned by the central housing authority whether or not
the people in the apartment were married often had little to do
with the assignment as rhethe followingthefollowing conversation indicates

N davis did I1 hear you say that your former husband was still
living in your apartment in potsdam with your family
after you were divorced

elke yes I1 was living in potsdam and my former husband
was still living in the apartment he had one room to
himself but we had to share the kitchen and he
always had to come through my room to get into the
kitchen it was a little difficult and besides the apart-
ment had been tacked on to make it larger for a doc-
tors family I1 believe there were actually five or six
rooms two families lived on that floor the back part
was divided off we had the back part and another
family lived in the front there was only one bath for
both families and it was just divided off by a curtain
it was a little complicated

we asked brother schwabe whatwhatyouthrouthyouthlouth diffordidfordid forhofbof entertainment

manfred we had very little money so there were not many
possibilities but we traveled we traveled by bicycle
on saturdays we worked until noon and then we
jumped on our bicycles we rode out to see the fuchs
family they had seven boys they belonged to the
naumburg branch they lived about twenty kilome-
ters away and then if there was someone there we
took them along we went on to jena sister kolbinsfolbinsKolbins
sister lived there at that time her name was bock
anna rose and well we visited then we went on
to weimar that was another twenty kilometers that
makes forty sixty kilometers on a saturday afternoon
oh boy the members in weimar were happy to see
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us man we were just going for a bike ride over to
badbergerbambergerBadberger come with us well make a picnic out of
it of course we went along

we had a good relationship with the members in
weimar and they always invited us over to the national
theater they got good tickets for us and the naum
burgers and the weimarersWeimarers went to the theater
together I1 can still remember as well as I1 remember
today my first great opera performance tannhausertannhdusertannhiiuser
organized by the church well there was always
something going on we were always going some-
where there was no TV we didnt have that prob-
lem yet of sitting in front of the TV and we put on
plays or did a little scene or just spent the evening talk-
ing at MIA there was always something but we had
to do it ourselves oh that was a lot of funfan everyone
brought out whatever talent he or she had every-
one did what he or she could one person set up the
stage and decorated it a little the others put on
the play oh there were many many many beautiful
hours that we spent together

we asked brother schwabe if he hadproblemsbadhad problems at work because
of his membership in the church he answered this question
and then went on to describe the economics of the last days of
the GDRJ

manredmanfred well basically I1 could say that when one makes a firm
decision for the church when one makes it clear
where one stands then they watch you pretty closely
you are not looked up to like those who join the
party that much is clear the party comrades had
their own circle and I1 was not a part of it and what-
ever was decided by the party leadership became the
law in our firm consequently there was not much of
an opportunity to influence what was done but all in
all when you did your work there were no major
problems

there were disadvantages however your
social contributions were also evaluated and when
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it came to bonuses well you would have to figure
that you would earn considerably less money in com-
parison to those who belonged to the party or who
went along with the party that was normal proce-
dure I1 might have done just as much work as the per-
son next to me who was a member of the party but
we both knew that when our social contributions
were evaluated we who did not belong to the party
would be rated lower and consequently would be left
out when the bonuses were distributed it made no
difference how hard you worked the other guy
could be a terrible worker but if he belonged to the
party then he would get just as much as you thats
the way it was

well getting back to the political developments
they began coming to a head in 1989 you could see
from the economy how things were developing
there were a lot of people who were saying openly
that we were returning to a natural economy that
is an economy based on the barter system you give
me that and I1 will give you this in exchange money
had become useless you see the system was I1 need
this and that for my firm and if you can get that for
me then I1 can provide you with this in return one
firm needed heaters and the other firm needed heat-
ing elements and one firm had the elements and the
other had the heaters or he knew where he could get
them from a guy who needed something else the
whole economy was being run by this method you
needed something for your work and you had to get
it one way or another and that was usually by know-
ing someone who needed something you could sup-
ply the whole thing was very official no deception
no smuggling we called it mutual socialistic assis-
tance gegenseitige sozialistische hinelhicel

heres how it worked I1 go to this firm from
which I1 need something and he gets from me a piece
of paper which says we request in the form of mutual
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socialistic assistance the following and then we
declare that we are prepared to exchange this thing
or the other in that way each firm had a bill and the
bill was marked paid in fullfallfuli the value of the goods
was immaterial it was just a formality it was just our
goods for your goods

public schools ursula schluter

ursula it is no accident that less than 40 percent of the peo-
ple in our area in the former GDR are religious at all

the large majority of the people are atheists and this
is a direct result of forty years of education because
whether a child in school was protestant catholic or
whatever the others were always of the opinion that
she was a little strange someone who could believe
that must not be all there thats the way it was and
it was very hard on the children and it was not so
easy on the parents either to be hearing these
remarks all the time and that those people who go to
church have something wrong with them that was
the opinion and in my profession elementary school
teacher it was made very clear to me that I1 was not
to talk about religion if I1 wanted to keep my job

G duvisdavisdauis yes I1 wanted to ask you about that you became a
teacher that is a little unusual for someone who
belongs to a church isnt it

ursula yes but I1 became a teacher back at a time when
things were not so strict when I1 was a student I1 put
my religion on the application they asked about
your religion then but later in the 60sgos it started to
get even harder there was a girl who had been in
my class at the university for example who made a
little mistake she sat down in the school cafeteria
and prayed over her food in full view of everyone
we usually did that very privately without drawing
any attention to ourselves well she was told that she
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would have to give up her profession that could not
be tolerated in this state which was raising the chil-
dren to be atheists that someone would do some-
thing like that in public thats the way it was and
I1 must say I1 was always a little uneasy when I1 met a
colleague in the streetcar on sunday morning when
I1 was on my way to church because well as I1 have
said we were always under a little pressure you see

church and profession in the GDR reiner schliiter

I1 conscientiously avoided the party and I1 went to the univer-
sity anyway of course I1 have to add we could not come out
against the state that would have been unthinkable we would
never have had a chance and we had to at least give the appear-
ance of doing ones duty for the state that would be recognized
but at the same time it was recognized if one was a christian

in my professional career as a doctor it was assumed I1 would
have certain administrative responsibilities for that reason they
came to me and said that if I1 would become a member of the party
communist party I1 would have a chance to advance to these

administrative posts of course I1 declined and they knew exactly
why without going into detail I1 can say that I1 was watched very
carefully but in the later years of the GDR say after 1984 after we
had the temple they trusted in the people who were christian or
who belonged to a church a little more there was a clear ten-
dency in that direction As a result even though I1 could not offi-
cially assume an administrative position as I1 have said I1 was
unofficially given full administrative responsibilities that was of
course somewhat contradictory on paper I1 was not permitted to
do what I1 was actually doing which was acceptable it was all offoffi-
cially recognized I1 had no fears

we asked reiner schliiter what beftlthe feltbeltbeit about the church making
what some have called compromises with the communist gov-
ernment in the GDRJGDR

it was very important to make compromises at that time or
we could never have had the development we had with any security
the way it was done was the right way in addition I1 believe that
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such compromises actually hastened the political changes for the
church here in this part of germany the willingness to make com-
promises was the only way these things could be possible and the
results have shown this was right I1 would give my approval to this
procedure any time without question to have taken a hard line
would have made it much more difficult for the members of the
church to do anything

it should be understood that this willingness to compromise
was not done by the state only out of the goodness of their hearts
they could see the economic benefit to them just as we could see
the spiritual benefit to us they could see that we could build
chapels with hard currency and that they would naturally benefit
in some ways from that on the other hand what the church offi-
cials told the government at that time was not unknown to them
we members of the church had gained a reputation in our own
society as people who could be relied upon as people one could
look up to as a people who did not need to be restricted merely
because of their religious philosophy those who performed their
church service loyally were seen as people who were reliable cit-
izens of the state and there was no contradiction in that our
church was composed of reliable people the state officials were
more afraid of other religious organizations where the leadership
can exert less control certain parts of the evangelical church for
example where the reform movement is particularly encouraged
but political reform and nothing else has little to do with religion
that is simple political engagement

I1 accept the article of faith given by joseph smith that tells
us to be subject to rulers and magistrates I1 still accept it today as
we are moving in a more democratic direction of course there
were exceptions and I1 dont want to say that everything that glit-
tered in the GDR was gold but I1 did find this decision at that time
to be the correct one I1 have no criticism on this point whatever

we asked reiner schluter about the theproblemproblem of emigration about
members leaving the gdrforGDR forpor the west

on this matter I1 do not want to generalize there was a par-
ticular time for me when this question was connected to my
profession in 1988 1989 things were reaching the point eco-
nomicallynomically where many were certainly saying to themselves 1 I have
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a responsibility to my children and cannot guarantee that my roots
will remain here there were certainly cases where raising this
question was justified we had discussed this in our family and
right or wrong there was this saying going around that maybe it
was time to put out the lights in the GDR it would be wrong
for me to say now that this question did not come up in our fam-
ily it wasnt just a personal decision we had the responsibility for
our family and our children under what conditions would they
grow up we havent talked about these things yet about how social-
istic the educational system was and such fine points at some
time one had to make a decision nowadays this decision doesnt
have so much to do with the church but back then it could divide
you in half

and of course there were some families who emigrated
families who belonged to the church and I1 must say that the
church at the present could have been much much stronger if
these families were still here and I1 dont mean only the parents
but the entire family its too bad they finally made the decision to
get out but personally I1 must say if that was the decision they
came to then I1 accept it that is I1 would never say what they did
was not right that is something hard to evaluate and I1 would
never feel so confident of myself that I1 could say whether he or she
should have stayed or not there were also cases I1 could point to
where families came back

THE REWARD OF A TEMPLE

during the forty years of the german democratic republic
a majormajorproblemproblem members of the churchfacedchurch faced was their inabil-
ity to attend the temple and receive temple ordinances

A temple in our country elke schulze

on sunday october 101019821982 our entire family was together
my parents Gigunterinter and hannelore schulze my brothers olaf
and bernd with their wives heidrun and maja ortlieb and our
papa invited us to go with him on a drive an outing on the fol-
lowing saturday of course the questions began then where
will we need to pack a lunch what should we wear how far
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are we going but we got no answer to any of these questions out
of him he just sat there silently smiling we tried our questions
out on mom but she just said im sorry dont ask me ive just
heard about this for the first time myself that seemed somewhat
strange to us since our parents nearly always did things together
suddenly we were all talking about a pilgrimage but no one knew
where we were going how far or when we were coming back

in the course of the week my brothers called papa to find out
when we would be leaving the week went by much too slowly
to satisfy my curiosity finally it was saturday october 16 1982
our pilgrimage began at 930 AM when we were all seated in the
car trying to guess which direction we would be going we soon
found ourselves on the little highway leading over to freiberg at a

special conference held on august 29 that year the freiberg stake
had been organized the stake president frank apel lived in
freiberg but why were we going over to see him or would we be
going furtherfarther no papa stopped the car outside the city overlook-
ing a small rising piece of ground surrounded by a hedge and bor-
dered by a small sports field we all got out we crossed the
deserted street and walked out onto a large field at the far end of
the field we could see a small housing development

papa became very serious and with tears in his eyes he put
his arm around mamas shoulder and said to us on this piece of
ground a new chapel will be built for the freiberg ward and a
temple of the lord it was unbelievable A temple in our country
he then explained to us when the construction would begin and
where the buildings would stand we were speechless and then
the words from my patriarchal blessing came to mind you will
experience the covenants the holy covenants in the house of the
lord which are necessary now this promise was going to be ful-
filled so soon I1 had often thought of these words what possibil-
ity would I1 ever have of going to a temple unless it would be
after I1 was old enough to retire this promise which had always
seemed something far far off in the future would now be fulfilled
before any of the others it was all so wonderful

then papa said to me elke now you can understand why
I1 could not satisfy your curiosity but had to be silent I1 was not
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even allowed to tell mama since 1978 negotiations have been
going on between the church and representatives of our govern-
ment and we the mission presidency of the dresden mission
papa was second counselor at that time henry burkhardt was

president gave president monson our word that we would not
discuss this with anyone until the prophet made an official
announcement about the building of the freiberg temple and that
is what he did at the fall general conference

I1 was so proud of papa mom didnt even know and she had
never asked him about it in spite of the many rumors that were
going around I1 had often thought to myself papa must know he
works for the church and after he told me I1 was ashamed of
myself because of my curiosity and then papa answered all of the
many questions that were buzzing around in our heads in the true
sense of the word this had been a wonderful and beautiful pil-
grimage for us we were very happy

the ground breaking took place in the spring of 1984 and
the construction on these beautiful buildings began

the beautiful time of the open house was june 1161 16 1985
and I1 had the privilege of doing temple duty I1 helped people get
their overshoes on and off in front of the temple or I1 helped main-
tain silence in the temple or I1 helped do missionary work in the
chapel and on the temple grounds it was a beautiful time of ser-
vice and sacrifice on a single day there were seventy thousand
visitors and in all ninety thousand people stood up to five hours
in the rain and storm in terrible weather in order to see our tem-
ple the earlier prayer of apostle monson as he dedicated this
country that the people would come and ask about the gospel
was now being fulfilled

the laying of the cornerstone of the temple was held on
june 28 and dedicatory sessions were held on june 29 and 30
1985 it was so wonderful to see the general authorities and to
hear everything and to be permitted to participate

thursday july 4 1985 was a beautiful sunny day this was
the day on which the members of the dresden ward were permit-
ted to go to the temple for the first time my mother had a respon-
sibilitysibility in the nursery and so I1 went through the temple alone
I1 needed a lot of strength and I1 received it as it beamed forth from
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open house for the freiberg germany temple june 1 16 1985 long
lines of people waited their turn to tour the temple sometimes in rainy
weather elke schulze was one of the saints who helped host the visi-
tors courtesy elke and manfred schwabe

the brothers and sisters in the temple it was so beautiful to see allanaliail
of the members of our ward united there together

it is beautiful to receive the blessings of the temple since
that day I1 have been to the temple often to do work for the dead
and it is also beautiful to do something for others but the thing
that has brought me the greatest happiness has been that I1 have
been able to feel a peace a calmness and a security about my own
future because now I1 know that if we are true to our heavenly
father then all of the promises he has given us will be fulfilled
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